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Abstract

During World War II, United States Army and Navy pilots trained on several hundred bombing ranges encompassing more than 12 million acres of land, leaving behind crater-scarred landscapes across the country. Post-war estimates suggest that 10-15% of aerial bombs used failed to detonate as intended, so these areas today are contaminated by a large number of dangerous unexploded bombs (UXB) which remain under the surface. Until recently, detecting UXB has been a tedious and expensive process done in three stages: (1) identifying and mapping general areas of concentrated bomb craters using historical air photos and records; (2) intensely searching these areas at a larger scale for much smaller UXB entry holes; and (3) confirming the presence of individual UXB using magnetometry or ground-penetrating radar. This research aims to streamline the workflow for stage 1 and 2 using semi-automated object-based image analysis (OBIA) methods with multi-source high spatial-resolution imagery. Using the Fort Myers Bombing and Gunnery Range in Florida as a study area, this thesis determines what OBIA software and Imagery is best at locating UXB in this environment. I assess the use of LiDAR-derived DEMs, historical air photos and high-resolution color digital orthophotos in Feature Analyst and Imagine Objective, and discuss optimal inputs and configurations for UXB searches in karst wetlands. This methodology might be applied by the detection and clearance industry in former war zones, and aid in restoring former training ranges to safe land uses in the U.S.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In today’s world, people tend to forget the past and how it can affect the present. Growing up, history was one of my favorite subjects, along with the study of warfare and how it can change the landscape so much after the fighting has stopped. This interest was piqued through the video games I would play and one mission still stands out to me today. It was a simple bombing mission in preparation of Operation Husky, the Allied Invasion of Sicily. In the mission, the player is a bombardier in a B-24 Liberator and the targets are oil depots and ships. The bombs all fall on target and explode and the mission is over in only a few minutes. Throughout the war, and every war for that matter, bombs are dropped or fired at an enemy but a certain amount of them do not explode. This becomes a problem after the war when unexploded ordnance (UXO) can finally explode, killing whoever may be in the vicinity. The UXO issue has surfaced in Europe as well as in Southeast Asia, where the Obama administration recently allowed US tax dollars to be used for UXO removal in Cambodia (Lefevre and Petty 2016). Because modern ground methods for location are slow, dangerous, and expensive, this thesis attempts to locate UXO and unexploded bombs (UXB) remotely using object-based image analysis (OBIA) software and freely available “off the shelf” imagery.

This introduction will discuss UXO and UXB definitions, imagery used, the study area, and my research expectations. In Chapter 2, the historical background will discuss the planes flown and why this information is relevant to UXB locations. A literature review examining past UXB location methods and technologies comprises Chapter 3, and then a discussion of methods will follow in Chapter 4, covering my techniques used to locate these UXB and how their accuracies were tested. The results of these tests will be
shown and discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. The concluding chapter will summarize the findings and determine if the research expectations have been met.

1.1 UXB vs. UXO

The terms UXO and UXB are not interchangeable. UXO are any unexploded explosives which still remain under the ground after a battle and can include any explosive such as small arms ammunition, grenades, rockets, and aerial bombs. UXB are unexploded bombs which have been dropped from an aircraft and did not explode as designed. This delineation is important as more research has been completed on UXO mitigation. Some UXO have a tendency to be closer to the surface which makes them more readily visible, while UXB can burrow deeply into the ground and leave very little evidence of their existence. This thesis attempts to bridge the research gap between the remote sensing of UXO and UXB using both historical and present day imagery and Object Based Image Analysis (OBIA) software.

1.2 Purpose of the Research

Because of the need to train aerial bombing crews since the 1940s, the U.S. military created hundreds of training ranges throughout the United States. During World War II, the demand for qualified personnel was both immense and immediate, so the Army and Navy Departments quickly leased many parcels of land to use as training ranges. Most of these sites were used intensely for only two to three years and then returned back to the original land owners at the war’s end with very limited clean up or “deduding” activities. A document released by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) directly stated that the study site used in this thesis never had a certificate of clearance and that very little work had been done there since WWII (USACE 1996).

Most of these former ranges are listed on the USACE “formally used defense sites” database or FUDS list, and are awaiting evaluation as to whether or not UXO/UXB remain on the site. The largest and most dangerous ranges have been given priority for cleanup operations. Contractors working with USACE personnel have developed a variety of detection methods that use a combination of remote sensing and ground based analysis techniques that will be discussed in Chapter 3. These methods use time intensive analyses of custom acquired imagery and LiDAR data, and usually require years to accomplish at the cost of hundreds of thousands of dollars.

This research deliberately focuses on a smaller range that has yet to be selected for intense analysis by the USACE, but likely contains potently dangerous UXB. Because budgets have been limited for smaller ranges, this research will assess whether or not free or low cost data sets that already exist in archival collections can be used to locate UXB with new OBIA remote sensing software. If successful, this thesis will offer and effective, low cost means of UXB identification that the USACE can use to facilitate small range analysis.

The Fort Myers Bombing and Gunnery Range (FMBGR) was selected as a case study for this research because it fits these criteria. It is a small site that was used for approximately three years during WWII, but has been identified by the USACE as a range that likely contains large and potentially still dangerous unexploded general
purpose bombs that could pose risks to modern-day populations. A variety of imagery is available for analysis of the site, so it meets the criteria as a test case for providing the USACE the background data to facilitate cleanup in the near future.

1.3 Study Area

While this thesis will attempt to create a methodology which can be replicated worldwide, a previously documented USACE FUDS site serves as the study area. The location is known as the Fort Myers Bombing and Gunnery Range (FMBGR) due to its proximity to the city of the same name. Some WWII sources describe the site as the Bermont Bombing Range because of a nearby crossroads, but this name is not normally used in modern USACE records. This was a WWII bombing range used to train U.S. Army Air Force (USAAF) pilots from 1942 to 1945. The range is located about 20 miles north of Fort Myers, Florida, on the western side of Florida (Figure. 1.3.1). This land currently is in possession of the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission under the name “Fred C. Babcock/Cecil M. Webb Wildlife Management Area” (Florida Fish and Wildlife 2016). This location was perfect for bombing during the war for two main reasons: the weather and its geographic location. Weather is very important for flying and safe, effective training conditions. Florida’s climate allowed for a sufficient number of training days and allowed bomb crews to hone their communication and bombing skills in a calm, controlled manner. Its geographic location was also ideal in terms of the proximity to airfields that hosted training units stationed at Page Field in Fort Myers. At the time the range was created, the land had been clear cut and was only used for cattle grazing so little risk to civilians was anticipated.
The landscapes of the former FMBGR consist of flat sandy scrubland mixed with clusters of palmetto tree stands. (USACE 1996 and 2009) Known as a karst region, layers of limestone bedrock are saturated with subsurface water, so this is why much of southern Florida consists of wetlands (Peterson, Sack and Gabler 2012). Searching for bomb craters and UXB in this environment can be difficult because karst features include
sinkholes and dolines, which are types of depressions that can be misidentified as bomb craters on imagery (Lane 1986).

The determining factor in delineating the two features on imagery is that bomb craters will have a visible rim on LiDAR-derived surfaces where the sediments were forced out from the blast, while a sinkhole will not. Even a UXB tends to have a very small rim and will have a more distinct profile into the middle of the hole, whereas a sinkhole will be more erratic in terms of its surface configuration. Another issue is the constantly variable land cover in a karst landscape, which can change very quickly because of the close proximity of the water table to the surface. In this environment, trees and other plants can grow very quickly and cover up exposed bomb craters that cannot be seen through the canopy or ground cover (Figure 1.3.3). Lastly, because of the relative softness of the sandy, wet shallow soil, the impacting bombs created much larger holes than bombed landscapes in Europe or other drier places in the United States. This can cause issues for crater identification because research has shown that bombs tend to have a regular crater diameter that can be used to identify the type and the size of the bomb (U.S. Army Office of the Chief of Ordnance 1944). In karst areas, the blast created a larger than normal visible surface impact mark, making confirmation with LiDAR an essential aspect of bomb crater identification. More detailed discussion of these issues can be found in Chapter 3.
Figure 1.3.3. Comparison of the range between 1946 and 2014. These two images, the 1946 image on the left and the 2014 image on the right, shows the change in land cover over time. This entire impact area has been reclaimed by the landscape vegetation and shows only limited evidence of craters.

Taking all of this into consideration, this thesis will use the FMBGR as a case study site for locating the impact craters and UXB to create a locational methodology that can be adjusted to different environments and landforms.

1.4 Imagery

When locating UXB, it is necessary to first identify cratered features that mark the areas impacted by exploding aerial bombs. Given that approximately 10-15% of the
bombs dropped failed to explode, one can expect to find UXB at an approximately 1:10 or 1:15 ratio among crater fields. In effect, locating impact zones enables a researcher to find areas most likely to contain much less visible and sometimes invisible UXB entry holes. In compiling imagery for UXB research, historical air photos taken as soon as possible after impact are essential. These photos clearly show impact signatures ranging from only a few meters in diameter to twenty or more meters depending on the size of the bombs (Table 1.4.1).

Modern aerial imagery in the form of high resolution Digital Orthophoto Quadrangles (DOQs) reveals remaining impact craters as they exist after decades of exposure to weather, erosion and vegetation regeneration. Another critical layer for the study is freely available LiDAR data which has been processed into a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) to show modern day landscape surfaces underneath the growing canopy and to confirm the location of the craters.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMAGE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>RESOLUTION</th>
<th>BANDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1946 HISTORICAL IMAGERY</td>
<td>University of Florida Digital Collections of the Map and Imagery Library</td>
<td>600 dpi</td>
<td>Single - Black and White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 1.4.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1:20,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 MODERN DOQ HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGERY</td>
<td>USGS Earth Explorer</td>
<td>1 Foot</td>
<td>Three - CIR, Blue, Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 1.4.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 MODERN DOQ HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGERY</td>
<td>USGS Earth Explorer</td>
<td>1 Foot</td>
<td>Three - Red, Blue, Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 1.4.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 LIDAR</td>
<td>Southwest Florida Water Management District, Distributed by NOAA</td>
<td>1 Meter</td>
<td>Single - DEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 1.4.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.4.1. Imagery layers used in the thesis.
Figure 1.4.1. Map of study area in 1946. The two circles outline the highest concentration of bombing.
2008 Modern Imagery Study Area Overview
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Figure 1.4.2. Map study area in 2008, shown in color infrared. The two circles outline the highest concentration of bombing
Figure 1.4.3. Map of the study area in 2014. The two circles outline the highest concentration of bombing.
Figure 1.4.4. Map of the study area in 2006, shown in a LiDAR-derived DEM. The two circles outline the highest concentration of bombing, and the tiny black holes indicate craters.
1.5 Research Objectives

The objectives of this study are: (1) to determine which OBIA is better at delineating crater impact areas; (2) to determine which imagery is the best for UXB entry hole delineation; and (3) to learn if the methods work well enough to apply them for UXB delineation in other areas. These objectives will be tested to answer the primary research question: Using the Fort Myers Bombing and Gunnery Range (FMBGR) as a case study, can a new locational methodology be created using only low cost, readily available imagery and modern Object Based Image Analysis (OBIA) software? It is hypothesized that Overwatch Systems’ Feature Analyst will have a more comprehensive ability to locate UXB entry holes as more data can be used at once in Feature Analyst compared to Imagine Objective. Another hypothesis is that the modern imagery will have a lower success rate in comparison to the imagery taken closer to the time of the bombing. This is because of the loss of the features, which is exacerbated in this study area due to the moist environment and the karst landscape. This creates an issue as LiDAR becomes less effective at UXB delineation as time goes on. This will likely have a negating effect on the multi-layer tests that can be performed successfully.
Chapter 2: Historical Information
Background information about which type of bombs were dropped and what method was used to drop them is important for delineating the UXB “pinhole” entry points and the patterns they leave on the ground. This information can also be used for remediation as these details can help assess risk in terms of the number of bombs dropped. While this information is useful, it can be very challenging to gather as many essential details were not recorded by training units during WWII. The need for aircrews was urgent and the pilots were trained quickly before being sent off to war, so the U.S. War and Navy Departments opened new airfields around the country and then closed them as soon as the war was over. By 1943, USAAF training units stationed at Page Field trained replacement fighter pilots in advanced flight tactics and how to use their planes to their full potential before they were sent to operational aviation units overseas. The airfield closed in 1945 at the war’s end (Shettle 2009). This process included attack methods such as strafing and glide bombing techniques intended to support Allied troops on the ground during the final stages of the war. Page Field pilots used the Fort Myers Bombing and Gunnery Range for this phase of their training. (Figures. 2.1 and 2.2). Because of the short time that the range was in operation, very limited records about the types, sizes and quantities of ordnance used there can be found in the collections of the U.S. Air Force Historical Research Agency at Maxwell Air Force Base in Alabama. Fortunately, the Corps of Engineers site inspection report of the range includes a detailed analysis of munitions debris found in the target areas, and these are used in this thesis to interpret the craters and possible UXB entry holes that are visible on the imagery (USACE 2009).
Figure 2.1. FUDS FMBGR Map. The main bombing target is the larger yellow circle between the smaller two to the north.
Figure 2.2. Zoomed FUDS FMBGR Map. This map is a zoomed version of Figure 2.1. In this image, the main bombing circle is shown in yellow and the main concentrations of bomb craters are highlighted in red.
2.1 Planes and Bombs

When work began on this thesis, it was assumed that the large craters at the FMBGR were made by 500 lb bombs being dropped from heavy bombers by crews training in aerial bombing techniques from their bases in the Tampa or Homestead areas. The problem with this assumption is that larger aircraft would have left many more craters in the target areas even in the two short years of operation, given that the typical B-17 and B-24 aircraft normally dropped ten bombs per run. Researchers who compiled the USACE archival research report found documentation confirming that only fighter pilot trainees based at Page Field used the FMBGR once it opened for use (USACE 2009). The pilots were taught to perform strafing runs using their .50 caliber machine guns and to drop bombs at a low angle and low altitude (Figure 2.1.1). This maneuver is called glide bombing and it was a standard ground support tactic for the USAAF during the final stages of the war (USAAF 1945).
Figure 2.1.1. The Glide Bombing Maneuver. Unlike steeper dive bombing, this tactic used a low angle and low altitude approach that was safer for the heavier P-47 Thunderbolt fighter plane. (USAAF 1945)

Knowing which fighter plane models trained at the FMBGR can help us better understand the altitude, speed and possible direction of the attack used at the range and thus enable make more accurate interpretations of the crater and UXB entry holes shapes and sizes. In his comprehensive study of Florida’s Army Air Fields, M.L. Shettle, Jr. states that training units at Page Field used two fighters and one fighter-bomber during
the time that the FMBGR was in service, confirming that ground support bombing tactics were done here (Shettle 2009). These aircraft are described in Table 2.1.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLANE</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>MAX SPEED</th>
<th>SERVICE CEILING</th>
<th>COMMON BOMB LOAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CURTISS P-40L “WARHAWK”</td>
<td>Fighter</td>
<td>595 km/H</td>
<td>10,973 m</td>
<td>2 - 3 bombs (250 or 500 lb) or (2 x 250 or 500 lb and 1 x 1,000 lb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPUBLIC P-47N “THUNDERBOLT”</td>
<td>Fighter-Bomber</td>
<td>752 Km/H</td>
<td>13,106 m</td>
<td>2 - 3 bombs (2 x 250 or 500 lb) or (2 x 1,000 lb and 1 x 500 lb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH AMERICAN P-51D “MUSTANG”</td>
<td>Fighter</td>
<td>703 km/H</td>
<td>12,771 m</td>
<td>2 bombs (100, 250 or 500 lb)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1.1. Aircraft Specifications. This table describes the specifications of each aircraft model likely stationed at Page Field in 1944 and 1945. Ordnance is described by sizes of the general purpose high explosive bombs commonly used at the time for both training and combat (Shettle 2009, Dwyer 2014a, Dwyer 2014b, Dwyer 2014c, USAAF 1943, USAAF 1944 and USAAF 1945).

By early 1944, the USAAF began training fighter pilots to strike ground targets in anticipation of the Allies planed invasion of France. While the P-40 Warhawk was being replaced by the newer P-47 Thunderbolt and P-51 Mustang in the overseas combat zones, the USAAF still assigned the plane to fighter pilots who were learning tactical skills, and Shettle confirms that these older planes were in use at Page Field during the time the FMBGR was functional (USAAF 1943, Shettle 2009). The main focus of fighter-bomber training at the time, though, was the P-47 with its greater speed and robust structure. This aircraft could withstand more damage from enemy fire, allowing them to get closer to the
ground to deposit their bombs on target, and they, too, were used for pilot training at Page Field (USAAF 1945, Shettle 2009).

The P-51 Mustang was also capable of ground support bombing with its high speed and bomb load capacity, but the USAAF valued its air superiority role more in 1943 and 1944 due to its longer range as an escort for heavy bombers. It excelled in clearing the skies of enemy planes and its payload allowed the use of auxiliary fuel tanks to extend its range for longer escort missions, but this feature negated its ability to carry a full bomb load for ground support. As the Luftwaffe suffered increasing losses of its fighter planes in the European theater, P-51 pilots were able to devote more flight time to ground attack duties during the later months of 1944. Training on the P-51 at Page Field began in the spring of 1945, perhaps in anticipation of a land invasion of Japan, so we can assume that it played only a small role in the bombing runs conducted over the FMBGR before the war ended in August. Given these circumstances, it is likely that the majority of the bombs dropped on the FMBGR came from P-40 and P-47 aircraft engaged in glide bombing maneuvers.

Based upon the common bomb loads used by the P-40, P-47 and P-51 aircraft, we can determine the types of ordnance that was most likely used in training at the FMBGR. On the ground, pieces of the bombshells can be still seen scattered around the range, offering further confirmation of bomb types and sizes used. The USACE Site Investigation Report states that shrapnel was found on the site from exploded 250 and 500 lb. general purpose, high explosive bombs, and from 100 lb. training bombs in the main target area (USACE 2009). This information becomes very useful when interpreting
the 1946 image. Large craters likely caused by the explosion of 500 and 250 lb bombs are visible, but smaller pinholes can be seen as well (Figure. 2.1.2).

![Figure 2.1.2. Main bombing target, 1946. Examples of small pinholes are circled in red and exploded bomb craters are in blue.](image)

These pinholes could be either UXB entry holes or 100 lb training rounds but there is evidence present to suggest that they are indeed UXB signatures. In the demolition circle, the pinholes have a distinctive smaller non-explosive impact crater. It appears as if the bomb hit the ground and created an asymmetrical V-shape, shallower in
the direction of origin, and steeper when it stopped on the opposite side of the crater (Figure 2.1.3). These distinctive crater profiles at the pinhole sites appear to be the signatures of 250 and 500 lb. UXB in the main demolition target area.

Figure 2.1.3. Profiles detailing the craters. These profiles are based from the 2006 DEM overlaid with the 1946 historical imagery. The pinholes numbered 1-3 have a profile which matches the description of a UXB. These are shallow as they have refilled over time. The C crater, the control, is very distinctive of a U-shaped exploded crater.
Another issue related to the identification of the UXB signatures is the question of what type of impact mark was created by the 100 lb training bombs. These bombs only consisted of a small spotting charge, rather than high explosives, and emitted a puff of smoke upon impact. The USACE Site Inspection Report (2009) provides insight by describing a group of 100 lb training bombs that exploded on the nearby dive bombing range. Because the researchers found no evidence that 250 or 500 lb general purpose bombs were ever used on this range, we can assume that the identified cluster of 100 lb training bombs that are visible on the DEM are signatures of this type of ordnance. Thus, they will provide a reliable signature of their distinctive profiles as compared to those made by the 250 or 500 lb. UXB entry holes. As shown in Figure 2.1.4, these 100 lb training bombs created much smaller, shallower and more symmetrically U-shaped crater profiles, which are visibly different than the possible pinhole signatures of the 250 and 500 lb. UXB on the demolition range.
Researchers confirmed that the crater was made by a 100 lb training bomb during a site inspection. (USACE 2009).

For the remediation process, these DEM profiles and signatures can serve as an indicator of how many UXB may exist in the study area. While this site does not have any historical documentation on sortie loads and sortie numbers used by Page Field trainees, these data do exist in more specific bomb loading documents compiled by USAAF units in the combat theaters, so this profile identification process could prove useful for UXB searches on actual bomb target areas in Europe and in the Pacific areas of operations.

Knowing how many bombs were dropped can also indicate how many could be UXB, as most nations have reported estimated dud rates. During WWII, the dud rate for U.S. high explosive aerial bombs ranged from 10% to 20%. For this thesis, the 10% rate
will be used as a conservative estimate (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 2016, Sabour, Agarius, and Sadidi 2014).

While archival confirmation and ground truthing is also required for UXB analysis, the dud rate is invaluable factor for estimating how many possible UXB could remain on the training range. In effect, assuming that ten fighter planes completed a training run per day, each carrying two 500 lb. bombs, it is likely that two UXB were dropped on an average daily basis. This type of information would be very useful if the methods developed in this thesis are to be replicated for other ranges.
Chapter 3: Literature Review
UXO and UXB have been issues around the world and will continue to be a problem until warfare is completely eradicated. As this became a worldwide problem in the 20th century, the literature on the topic is extensive. While this thesis will focus on UXB in a Florida case study, it is important to remember that the threat of UXB exist in war zones around the world and on hundreds of other training ranges throughout the United States. These areas are dangerous as UXO are still present (Michael 2004). Most U.S. bombing ranges are classified as Formally Used Defense Sites (FUDS) and most are recorded on both the national FUDS database and the Munitions Response Site (MRS) Inventory (Department of Defense 2005). The Department of Defense has investigated ways to remediate the land for safety and environmental purposes for decades, but this is an expensive and time consuming process (Department of Defense 2005). Making this a cheaper and quicker process has been a goal for the past decade, but as new methods of detection are created, the cost of detection continues to rise (Hooper and Hambric 1998).

The major methods of detection currently in use can be broken down into two methodologies that work in tandem: remote sensing and ground methods. While the focus of this thesis is on remote sensing methods, ground methods will also be discussed to provide context into the strengths and weaknesses of each.

3.1 Background

This next section will describe three different kinds of imagery that will be used in this research as well as how it has been used for UXB and UXO detection elsewhere. Understanding the history of the imagery and its benefits and shortcomings will allow for
a better understanding of why it was used on this project. The last portion of this section will discuss historical landscape reconstruction which is invaluable for UXB location and extraction.

3.1.1 Aerial Photographs

Aerial photography began in 1858 when Gaspar Tournachon placed camera equipment into a hot air balloon and took an image of Paris (St Joseph and Coombe 1977). This method of photography remained popular through the turn of the century, with militaries adapting the technology to perform reconnaissance on opposing armies (Kuhn 1910). After the technological advances in aviation which occurred in the early 1900s, airplanes quickly became the new means of taking aerial photographs. The process is fairly straightforward; a plane goes up with a camera pointed toward the surface, and images are taken at certain intervals to obtain maximum coverage.

The United States government used this technology throughout the Depression era to analyze agricultural production on the land, with the Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA) being responsible for flying imagery for most of the country (Monmonier 2002a). The height of the aircraft, as well as the length of the camera lens, determine the scale of the images taken. Most imagery flown by the AAA is 1:20,000 in scale (Macdonald 1992). At the time, these images were needed to allow massive amounts of land cover to be surveyed quickly and accurately. Most of these images have survived and have been scanned into online databases for easy download, and they are essential to historical landscape analysis.
Aerial photography became a military asset again throughout the World Wars and the Cold War with better cameras and higher flying aircraft. Overtime, images became very clearer and smaller ground features could be seen and interpreted (Monmonier 2002b). One of the more famous uses of aerial photographs was during the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962. Soviet missiles were found to be deployed in Cuba, which caused a geopolitical crisis between the two superpowers of the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. (George, Hall and Simons 1971). As time moved forward, aerial photography has evolved from aircraft borne cameras to digital images taken from satellites. Modern aerial photos with increasingly higher resolution will remain relevant research tools into the future (Macdonald 1992, Lillesand, Kiefer and Chipman 2015).

3.1.2 Satellite Imagery

Because the Cold War created the necessity to perform up-to-date reconnaissance over the Soviet Union and its client states, the United States launched the CORONA program in 1959, sending six different satellites into space between 1960 and 1972 (Powers 1997). These images were taken by a camera inside of the satellite and sent back to earth by ejecting a film cartridge, which was then caught by an aircraft as it entered the atmosphere. The resolution on these images was not very good at first, having pixels of 8 m. By the last missions in the late 1960s, resolution had improved to 2 m, almost as good as high altitude imagery flown by aircraft but with much greater coverage (Powers 1997). By 1972, the Landsat satellite program began and these new satellites were being sent into space to capture images for the Department of the Interior and NASA (Baumann 2009). These new satellites carried multispectral sensors that allowed the images to have
multiple bands which can be used for different spectral analyses. Because of this, the market for the public use of these images range widely from base mapping to diagnosing crop health via infrared images.

After laws controlling who could send cameras into space were lifted, commercial companies launched satellites to compete with the federal government’s Landsat imagery (Baumann 2009). This led to the enormous amount of information that is readily available today for the users to download either from government or private entities. Weather plays a large role in how useful the images can be. If it is cloudy over a study area because the light energy is scattered and reflected by the clouds back to the sensor before it can reach the ground. Cost can be an issue as well, because the newest high resolution imagery is expensive but can ultimately be cheaper than contracted aircraft-derived photos. For large area coverage, satellite imagery often remains the best option (Lillesand, Kiefer, and Chipman. 2015). The last issue with satellite imagery is its nadir value. Nadir is the intersection between the center of the camera on the craft and the center of the image. If the image is not taken close to perpendicular to the ground, tall objects on the image can have odd angles and radial tilt. Because the satellite is so much farther from the earth than an aircraft, nadir becomes a significant problem if the image is to be rectified correctly (Paine and Kiser 2003). While satellite imagery has its application problems, it is very useful because it can cover large areas and is available over the entire world.
3.1.3 LiDAR

LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) is a method that began in the 1970s to model and map the surface of the Earth (Lillesand, Kiefer, and Chipman. 2015). This technology has been expensive and not widely available from government sources until the last decade, when more LiDAR-derived digital elevational data became more readily available (Bennett 2008). Modern LiDAR is usually flown from a low-flying aircraft with a GPS unit and a laser scanner aboard which will scan the surface and determine the distance from the aircraft to the surface by calculating the time the laser pulses take to be reflected back to the aircraft. The airborne GPS unit is monitored by an earth-based GPS which tracks the movement of the aircraft and determines where each point is in space (Paine and Kiser 2003). These datasets are typically range in size from whole counties or as small as individual study areas only a few hectares in size. As LiDAR data is increasingly becoming available in more locations, new innovative applications of the data are being created every year (Risbøl 2013). Because LiDAR data can easily be converted to digital elevation models (DEMs), these derived surfaces, in effect, can be used to provide 3-D context to other forms of imagery. Bare earth DEMs that depict only the terrain surface will increasingly be essential for UXB detection. The use of LiDAR-derived surface DEMs will be discussed in detail below.

3.1.4 Historical Landscape Reconstruction

Multiple imagery types can now be layered together in a geographic information system database to recreate the landscape. Historical landscape reconstruction is a
method that uses available imagery in an attempt to recreate the landscape of a certain location at a specific point in time. Geographer Craig Colten demonstrated the value of the process in assessing hazardous wastes in Illinois (Colten 1990). With the help of GIS and LiDAR, very interesting landscapes can be created to show objects from the past that may have been missed with standard visible imagery alone. In 2013, a study on locating Mayan ruins in Belize was completed using imagery and LiDAR (Chase, Chase and Weishampel 2013). This study used bare earth LiDAR data to map the surface of the ground which was then used to rebuild the buildings in the correct locations in ArcMap.

Another study published in 2013 created a DEM of Boston in 1775 using historical maps and modern LiDAR (Maio et al. 2013). This study used a handwritten map from the revolutionary period as well as an 1847 coastal survey to create a DEM of Boston before much of the land was filled in. This DEM can be used in context with battle maps from the war to show where troops were located and how the British Navy provided cover for the army on the land, something that was very hard to display as ships would have been located on modern streets (Maio et al. 2013). This study shows that overlaying historical imagery with DEMs can provide essential 3-D perspectives allowing for a more detailed interpretation.

In 2015, a group of German researchers used LiDAR to model prehistoric terrain surfaces (Höfler, Wessollek and Karrasch 2015). While this does not pertain specifically to UXO detection, the study demonstrates how pre and post-bombing landscapes can be compared.
3.2 Methods of Location

In this section, the two basic methods of detection will be discussed in detail using individual case studies from sites around the world.

3.2.1 Surface Truthing

If surface imagery cannot detect UXB signatures, other methods must be employed. Two of the most common methods are the use of magnetometry to find the metallic casings of UXO or the use of ground penetrating radar to locate anomalies under the surface of the ground.

3.2.1.1 Magnetometry

Most magnetometry methods use a multi-magnet system that is dragged along the surface of the ground to detect subsurface anomalies. This process is efficient for covering a large area efficiently as the detecting equipment can be swept quickly to produce digital displays of magnetic responses (Butler 2001). This method also has the benefit of being able to find most types of UXO consisting of bullets, missiles, warheads and aerial bombs at deep depths (15 m or more). Chen and Peters attempted to use this method in 1997 by using a magnetometer to determine the frequency of detecting different natural objects below the surface, and then attempting to find man-made anomalies. While this method is faster than searching for the UXO by hand, it is still time consuming as the scanner is giving the researcher a constant output and the targets are unknown (Chen and Peters 1997). In 1998, Nelson et al. completed a study to determine
how effective these magnetometry detection methods performed in areas of high soil perturbation like a FUD site. This methodology used a Multi-Sensor Towed Array Detection System (MTADS) to locate the UXO along with other metallic objects. Throughout the procedure, the MTADS was tested over control surfaces which contained different materials to determine what the signatures would be. They found that the signatures could be determined accurately in the field and the process resulted in lower false positives of other metal objects under the surface compared to previous methods (Nelson et al. 1998). Fridon Shubitidze and other researchers expanded upon this method in 2012 by using an upgraded time domain electromagnet sensor. The MTADS concept was expanded to determine the detection timing which improved the directional aspect of the target signature (Shubitidze et al. 2012). This method allowed the sensors to determine the location as well as size of the target UXO.

While both methods do locate UXO, they also detect almost all ferrous or magnetic material in the soil. While the researchers attempted to minimize noise (unwanted signatures) while still locating small ordnance, many false detections remained problematic. Three other studies attempted to model signatures differently to help suppress noise. Sanchez and his team used the same basic method as Nelson, but instead of using a single dipole sensor, they used a quad and octopole sensor which would allow the team to model objects in 3D (Sanchez 2008). This method successfully modeled the object and its trajectory and angle under the surface, and also increased the accuracy of the dragged magnetometry method of detection. This is very important because this 3D model can be used to identify the object which would help in extraction.
In 2007, a different methodology was employed by boring a hole and placing a magnetometer into the ground which would allow for side profiling of items at depths of over 20 m (Zhang, Al-Nuaimy and Huang 2007). This assists in finding bombs dropped from a higher altitude, as some UXO can penetrate more than 20 m deep into the ground if they did not explode at or near the surface as intended. The Zhang method could be used in tandem with the methodologies used in this thesis to ground truth the surface signatures.

The last method discussed here is actually four different tests in one. A 2001 article compared a likelihood ratio technique, maximum likelihood algorithm, a neural network, and a fuzzy clustering technique (Collins et al. 2001). These methods used in tandem were able to minimize much of the noise that is attributed to this method. Only issue with using all of these methods at once is the amount of calculation required and the fact that a small discrepancy in the numbers can compound errors in whole test.

3.2.1.2 Ground Penetrating Radar

Like the use of magnetometry, ground penetrating radar (GPR), is a method which involves moving a sensor on the surface. Instead of attempting to determine magnetic returns, the sensor emits radar waves which are reflected back to the surface sensor where the output can be recorded (Butler 2001). GPR has a much smaller window then the magnetometry methods because the sensing unit is smaller, but the radar tends to have a high accuracy, significantly reducing background noise. Radar cannot detect smaller objects as well as larger objects, so GPR is better suited for finding larger
ordnance at shallower depths. While this seems counterintuitive to a high attitude bomb being dropped and being buried deep, this method could be useful in an area where the surface soil density was resistant to bomb penetration. In 1998, the U.S. Army attempted to use this method to locate UXO by taking the radar sensor and attaching it to a moving boom and aiming the radar beam from a height of 50 m. (DeLuca et al. 1998). This method had two positives: it was accurate up to 5 meters under the surface with a lower amount of noise and, because the unit is remote controlled, it is safer as it does not put the operator at risk of an accidental explosion.

3.2.2 Remote Sensing Applications

Remote sensing methods should be the way of the future as ground methods are not only dangerous but also expensive. These techniques can narrow down a search area lowering the risk and raising efficiency running tests on a computer. Four main methods will be discussed: the use of imagery, use of LiDAR, mathematical methods and Object Based Image Analysis (OBIA).

3.2.2.1 Using Imagery

Remote sensing methods use digital imagery just as analog aerial photography has been used to located bombed areas since WWII (St. Joseph and Coombe 1977). While hard-copy methods have become outdated, the analysis of digitalized imagery has become the core of almost every current technique used, including the one used in this thesis. Howard (2001) applied airborne thermal infrared imaging for the detection of unexploded ordnance. This study used multiple infrared bands of modern imagery to
locate land mines near the surface of the earth. By flying the images shortly after a rain event, the ground around the mines would remain wet and cool for a few hours, and the soil in close proximity to the surface over the mines would warm more quickly than the surrounding area, showing a hot spot on infrared imaging (Howard 2001). In a much simpler process, Foley (2008) demonstrated how WWII range markings can still be visible on digital orthophotos in desert environments, thus allowing UXO search methods to be employed there more efficiently.

3.2.2.2 LiDAR Applications

As LiDAR is a newer detection method, its usage in UXO detection has only become feasible within the last fifteen years as the ability to collect higher resolution data enables researchers to identify bomb craters as well as the smaller pinholes made by UXB penetrating into the ground. LiDAR has been used to locate UXO in FUD sites in New Mexico, and a specific technique has even been patented by Johnson and Minor in 2012 for their Data Fusion Framework for Wide-Area Assessment of Buried UXO methodology (Padilla 2007, Johnson and Minor 2012). The Department of Defense’s Strategic Environmental Research and Development Program (SERDP) and the Environmental Security and Technology Certification Program (ESTCP) performed a ground magnetometer scan to locate the bombs and narrow down the study area using LiDAR-derived hill shade surfaces (Bennett 2008, Padilla 2007). This is very important to my own research as this is the basic structure of my thesis methodology. As my own research will focus on publicly available LiDAR and less expensive custom-flown digital
imagery, my methodology will be cheaper and possibly more accurate when high resolution imagery is available.

The Department of Defense has also focused on LiDAR applications with success. In 2008, Jack Foley from Sky Research, Inc. demonstrated that LiDAR could be used to locate bomb craters greater than 1 m in size quickly and accurately (Foley 2008). The ESTCP also released its own report examining three different locations in New Mexico, California, and Colorado (Bennett 2008). The ESTCP conceived a methodology to locate these craters before using a magnetometry-based system to determine exact target locations on the ground. This method worked very well in most locations and the LiDAR images contained evidence of exploded or unexploded ordnance (Bennett 2008). Both of these findings showed that the government was prepared to use this new technology to attempt to locate these signatures and pave the path for future UXO and UXB locational studies.

3.2.2.3 Mathematical Methods

Another remote detection method involves the usage of single or multiple complex mathematical equations. These mathematic equations can be used to automate the detection method based on inputs solely from the imagery used. This directly correlates to my own research as the OBIA software uses algorithms and machine based learning for detection. While I won’t be writing my own code and will depend on commercial software, this will shed light on how this technology has developed as well as how it can be applied.
Because of the complexity of the imagery required, much of this research is recent, paralleling improvements in computing. The first method was completed in 2004 by a team of Brazilians and a Briton who determined that a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) could be used to delineate craters from the surrounding landscape (Portugal, de Souza Filho and Bland 2004). Using the data gathered by the Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission, the DEM was created and then many algorithms were developed to determine the roundness of signatures on the ground. These algorithms, based off the Hough Transformation, were able to detect a 460 m wide asteroid crater in Chile, which was remarkable as the two images used had resolutions of 90 m and 15 m (Portugal, de Souza Filho and Bland 2004). This established the precedent that these algorithms could be used to find large terrestrial craters, but not on the scale needed to locate bomb craters, an application that would have to wait until higher resolution imagery became available.

Before this happened, researchers in Italy used historic air photos to map the risk of UXO in Trentino, a province in northern Italy (Merler, Furlanello and Jurman 2005). This method used the adaboost algorithm to quickly analyze the aerial photos and identify clusters of exploded ordnance craters which could then be mapped using the current borders of the province. This is an important step in the process as this shows that a semi-automated method can simplify the process of locating these UXB on historical imagery. In the United States, similar aerial photos of training ranges can be obtained from government archives, allowing for a lower overhead cost to ground truth areas that are not already mapped.
In 2012, a DEM for Mars had become available, meaning that a test of this type could be attempted on an extraterrestrial object (Stepinski, Ding and Vilalta 2012). The DEM had a high resolution of 12.5 m and used the same adaboost method used by Merler, Furlanello and Jurman (2005), but this technique used a more complex set of training data which raised the accuracy of the test significantly and was able to detect craters on Mars smaller than the crater in Chile (Stepinski, Ding and Vilalta 2012).

3.2.2.4 Object Based Image Analysis (OBIA)

OBIA is a relatively new method in remote sensing technology that allows users to no longer rely on classification methods which continuously take inputs from the user to find pixels which match the user inputs. OBIA takes an area of interest layer (AOI), much like the past classification methods, but OBIA treats these AOI layers as objects, and these objects are then tested for reflectance, context and texture (Yuan 2008). This raises the accuracy of the method and automates the location of these objects (Opitz and Blundell 2008). In the short time OBIA software has been on the market, its potential in UXB extraction has been noted. As the former Yugoslavia fragmented during a civil war in the 1990s, countless mine fields were planted Bosnia, Croatia, and Kosovo. These areas have become the study area for researchers who are looking for signatures that would serve as an indicator of mined areas. One such method uses a line detection process to find linear features of disturbed ground in aerial photographs (Vanhuysse et al. 2014; Lacroix and Vanhuysse 2014). The researchers applied Trimble’s eCognition OBIA software to extract the lines from the surrounding earth. Lacroix’s team then modified the process to detect circles in 2015. This new method searched for bomb
craters and delineated them from the background by analyzing the angle gradient of the crater itself as well as the shape of the circle (Lacroix and Vanhuysse 2015). This thesis will employ a newer OBIA software to make the process more efficient as the Lacroix method takes a lot of time to process, as well as back checking to make sure that the information is correct and the algorithm is not finding shadows or water (Lacroix and Vanhuysse 2015). While the literature does use additional custom algorithms in tandem with the OBIA, this thesis will be assess two newer types of OBIA, Imagine Objective and Overwatch Feature Analyst.

Imagine Objective is a software by Hexagon Geospatial that employs a segmentation method for detection. This means that the input AOI layer is used to help classify the image into a series of polygons which are statistically linked to the object being located (Marpu et al. 2010). This entire process uses machine learned algorithms which take the AOI layer and adjusts the statistics for a best fit to delineate the object. While very complex, this is still less complex than other OBIA on the market as Objective is designed to be more user friendly, which translates into lower accuracy as compared to other OBIA (Chepkochei 2011). Objective was used to delineate trees in Kenya quite successfully, but the author also commented on the unforgiving AOI layers which, if not carefully selected, will completely throw out results as it interprets the pixels to be in the background of the image (Chepkochei 2011). This also creates an issue as the software cannot handle black and white imagery, which is the basis of this thesis research.
Developed by Textron’s Overwatch System, Feature Analyst is a more complex and expensive software extension that runs in ESRI’s ArcMap. It differs from Objective because it can handle more imagery and multiple layers at one time to create output results (Yuan 2008). Objective can also accept more than one layer of imagery at a single time, but the software suffers a fatal crash that appears to be unavoidable using the layers of FMBGR data. This suggests that Objective is not as refined as Feature Analyst at processing multiple layers of differing types of imagery such as black and white historical photos, DEMs and modern orthophoto imagery. Multiple layer input becomes very useful to give more depth to the extraction process (Blundell et al. 2008). Multiple layers were used in an analysis to locate sinkholes in Kentucky in 2015 (White et al. 2015). This study used multiple iterations of Feature Analyst and multiple layers of LiDAR data to locate these sinkholes with varying results. This work demonstrates the versatility of Feature Analyst as well as the numerous trial and error iterations of input settings that are required to complete an analysis. Feature Analyst also uses edge detection in lieu of segmentation which means that the surrounding pixels are used as context to extract the pixels which could be the object (Yuan 2008). This is done by using a Foveal Representation which focuses the algorithms on the main pixel but will also use the surrounding pixels and information in different fashions (Figure. 3.2.2.4). While this representation can be adjusted and changed, the idea of using a main pixel and context pixels around the main pixel is used throughout.
Figure 3.2.2.4. Foveal Representations. This shows the standard representation on the left and a classic Foveal Representation on the right. The standard representation only views the main dark pixel whereas the Foveal views the dark pixel as well as the other pixels with lowering weights as the surrounding pixels only provide context for the main pixel (Opitz and Blundell 2008).

While this discussion of methods and imagery is not all inclusive, these are the most successful and recent methods of detection and they will be used for a basis for my own methods and research. Although the remote sensing methods are useful and accurate, some of the imagery and software is expensive and hard to find, and the analysis is complex and time consuming to understand. The following methodology is intended to overcome these problems as well as apply a new method that can be used in different locales as long as sufficiently high resolution past and present imagery is available.
Chapter 4: Methodologies
This chapter will describe the methodologies used to locate UXB at the Fort Myers Bombing and Gunnery Range (FMBGR). The first section explains the creation of the control and how it will be used to assess the other methodologies. The last sections will discuss the use of different imagery in Imagine Objective and Overwatch Feature Analyst. These assessments will be discussed in the next chapters. These methodologies use the imagery layers described in Chapter 1 and they will be illustrated throughout the discussion of each test.

4.1 Control and Assessment test

4.1.1 Control

In scientific analysis, a logical control is created as a standard of comparison. The control for this study was created using the original 1946 black and white aerial photography covering the central demolition range at the FMBGR. Four overlapping photos were georeferenced to the USGS world imagery layers in ArcGIS and mosaicked into a single image. Flown less than a year after the range closed, the images clearly show a large circle containing and surrounded by numerous craters that was the primary bombing target for the pilots. Around the large exploded craters are smaller white pinholes which could be possible UXB. Because the pinholes are so small, the study area was narrowed to the larger bombing circle. A point layer was created and the location of the UXB targets were found and displayed in the ArcMap viewer.
4.1.2 Assessment

All of the outputs from the individual assessments will be tested in the same manner (Figure 4.1.2.1). The output from the individual OBIA will be a polygon shapefile that can be taken into ArcMap for the assessment.

The polygons will be then turned into points by locating the X and Y of the center of the polygons. This will done by adding two new fields into the data table of the polygon and filling both with the X and Y coordinates using the calculate geometry feature. The data table will then be exported and displayed as an X and Y shapefile which produces the centroid of the polygon. These centroids will then be tested for density using a cell size of 10 m and a neighborhood search of 100 m. These parameters were selected because the standard exploded crater is approximately 9 m to 10 m in diameter and the standard dud rate was 1 out of 10 (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 2016). Given that the bomb craters would cover a large area, the neighborhood search radius needed to be high as well. The 100 m radius found enough points to create a continuous surface without diluting the outcome. (Figures 4.1.2.2 and 4.1.2.3)
Figure 4.1.2.1 Control workflow.
Figure 4.1.2.2. Point Density inputs.
Figure 4.1.2.3. Point Density output. The input settings for the statistical test and the output raster used to assess accuracy.

Once the output is created, the symbology is changed to a quantile, then set to ten classes giving a percentile. The percentile will be further broken down into contour lines by taking the maximum value of the density and divide that value by ten, producing a set of percentile contour lines. The 60th percentile contour line will be used for the
assessment. This 60th percentile contour line was selected because it covers over half of the located points and will be a solid representation of the tested data (Figure. 4.1.1.4).

Figure. 4.1.2.4. Density output with 60th percentile line.

This 60th percentile line will then be used to assess the original visually located possible UXB points located by hand on the 1946 imagery. This assessment will be referred to as the “meter stick test” throughout the rest of this thesis.
4.2 Imagine Objective

This method uses the Imagine Objective object-based image analysis software. With the four sets of imagery, only one assessment was successful. The Imagine Objective software had problems locating the small UXB holes on the 1946 air photo and the newer imagery from 2008 and 2014. The 1946 imagery is black and white, and the software could not identify the small white holes. The software instead selected out pockets of white in areas like road ditches and larger areas of reflection. Even after refining the search method and reducing the contrast of the image, the UXB holes could not be located correctly. The 2008 and 2014 imagery contained three bands of color, which were adjusted in an attempt to create a larger contrast between the smaller UXB holes and the background. However, the problem with this imagery is the ground had changed so much since 1946 that the holes had been recovered by the landscape. Even when the actual craters were selected, the software was not sensitive enough to find a large enough quantity to test, resulting in the location of only three to seven craters. Finally, the LiDAR-derived DEM did have high enough contrast so that the craters stood out and could be properly selected. Because the 1 m LiDAR-derived DEM does not have a fine enough resolution to locate only the small UXB holes, the test located the likelihood of a UXB and not a UXB itself.

4.2.1 Imagine Objective and LiDAR

The LiDAR-derived DEM was opened in Imagine Objective and tested extensively. Only one series of variables found enough craters to complete a test. The
feature extraction testing is very straightforward as each step of the extraction is in the order in the table of contents to the left of the viewer in the Objective Workstation (Figure. 4.2.1.1).

Figure. 4.2.1.1 Imagine Objective Workflow.
The first step is the Raster Pixel Processor which tells the program how to view the image throughout the test. The Pixel Classifier used was a Multi-Bayesian Network which creates a network where the probability of each pixel is assessed. The Multi-Bayesian allows the output pixel value to be adjusted by the surrounding values and creates a continuous surface (ERDAS Imagine Help: Multi-Bayesian Network 2016). The other option, a single Bayesian Network, could not locate the craters as well because the algorithms are slightly different and separate the located areas in the viewer. Next, the 2006 DEM is designated as the input raster variable. The last step is a two-step process, first, describing how the AOI layers will be used and then creating the AOI layers. Describing how the layers will be used employs a pixel cue designation. The pixel cue designation selected was the Single Feature Probability (SFP) because it worked the best to locate the craters. It does this because it takes a given AOI layer and assigns the pixel with a value between 1 and 0, 1 being the best (ERDAS Imagine Help: SFP 2016). From this point, the AOI layers themselves can be created. This is not as straightforward as it would seem because there are four designations for each AOI layer: pixel, object, both or background. For this test, the “both” option was used on a few large craters clearly visible in the middle of the bombing area. The background AOI layer was created by selecting random areas that were at the same elevation which had no craters. This would give a contrast for the software to delineate the craters faster.

The next step involves the Raster to Object creators which takes the output from the last step and segments it into what the software believes to be the object. The segmentation method used was threshold and dump. This seemed to work the best as it
creates statistic thresholds, in which the probabilities of the target pixel being the object fall into and are clumped into each group. The method works well because of the small size of the craters and the window for the probability will be small. Threshold and dump will group the output and quickly determine if they are the object the user has selected. The statistic threshold selected was 90% because this would find the largest amount of craters while still giving the user a large amount of output.

The third step allows the user to create filters and control the output directly. There are a large amount of filters that can be used, but the one selected was the size filter as it will save time during data clean up. The size filter that was used was 55-250 pixels. This will vary from place to place because the average size of the craters was about 100 pixels, which would allow for some smaller and larger craters to be located.

The last step in the process is converting the raster produced in the previous step into a vector. This step only has two variables, polygon trace and line trace. Because the output would be groupings of pixels, the polygon trace was used. After this step, the shapefile can be brought into ArcMap to be cleaned for the statistical testing discussed in section 4.1. This is the only test which moves an output from one software to the next. All of the following tests will take place in ArcMap.

4.3 Overwatch Feature Analyst

Feature analyst is an extension for ArcMap from Overwatch. This OBIA uses edge detection instead of segmentation to locate the object the user designates (Opitz and Blundell 2008). This also allows the software to accept multiple layers as an input to
deepen the analysis. This section will be divided into single-image analysis and multiple image analysis, starting with the former.

4.3.1 Feature Analyst, Single-Image Input

All of the images follow the same steps because the input is the only thing that would change (Figure. 4.3.1.1). These steps could be varied, but the same analysis was completed on every image due to the effectiveness of this sequence. Feature Analyst also works in a step format starting with the AOI layer creation. All of the images were assigned an AOI layer which located craters as well as the pinholes that could be seen in the viewer. A new AOI layer was created for each image even though a single AOI layer could be used throughout.
The next step is the supervised extraction which uses the AOI layer created in the last step as the input. The AOI layer is selected in the table of contents and the supervised
extraction button on the Feature Analyst tool bar is selected. This will open the Feature Analyst window which allows the user to control the extraction process (Figure. 4.3.1.2).

![Feature Analyst input window](image)

Figure. 4.3.1.2. Feature Analyst input window.

On the left side of the window, the default extraction settings are described. These methods used the natural feature setting because of the size and shape of the features being extracted. On the right of the window, four tabs represent the input bands, input representation, masking, and output options. For the single-image assessments, the user selects the image being tested in the bands available window and then add them to the bands selected window. The band type can then be assessed by right clicking on the icon under the image layer. The user also needs to confirm that the input will be viewed as
reflectance. In the next tab, the representation can be adjusted. Feature Analyst uses a Foveal Representation which can be adjusted in this step. The standard bulls-eye 3 representation that is the default for the natural feature selector will be used throughout all tests for the single-images (Figure. 4.3.1.3).

The only variable that will be changed from image to image will be the pattern width of the bulls-eye. These widths will be described in the following table (Table 4.1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imagery</th>
<th>Pattern Width (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1946 Historical</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 Modern</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 LiDAR</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 Modern</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1. Widths of the bulls-eye patterns used for crater extraction.

The next tab, masking, designates a layer which can be used to mask out areas that the test should not use as inputs. Masking showed no significant changes in the output, so it was not included in the test. The last tab is the Output Options which has many different options that can be selected. The output format was selected as a vector to keep the final outputs in the same format. Under this selection, the post processing options can be selected which performs a quick clean up on the data before the user can access it. For these tests, none of these options was selected to get raw data from the images. At this point, the analysis can be run and the output will be deposited into the viewer for data cleanup inside of Feature Analyst. This is done by selecting the Begin Removing Clutter Tab which creates a new layer in which the user can identify output as correct or incorrect. The layer is then is reprocessed and returned. This creates an automated cleanup process which speeds up the post processing manual clean up. The manual cleanup uses a size filter that was applied by adding a field to the table of the output shapefile, and then fills the field with the area of each polygon. Each test also uses different size tolerances for the size clean up and is shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. Size tolerances of the size filters used to extract out craters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Size Tolerance (m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1946 Historical</td>
<td>1-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 Modern</td>
<td>60-400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 LiDAR</td>
<td>20-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 Modern</td>
<td>60-400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this point the data will be subjected to the same statistical test as the Objective outputs.

4.3.2 Feature Analyst, Multiple Image Input

Feature analyst has a unique trait of being able to process multiple images in a single run (Figure 4.3.2.1).
Figure 4.3.2.1. Multi-image Feature Analyst workflow.
This process is very similar to the single-image input with the only difference being that in the image input window, two or more images can be used to provide different digital pixel characteristics of the same target objects. The images can then be adjusted from reflectance to texture or elevation by clicking the icon below the image in the bands selected window. This change determines how the software views each set of images and affects the output. Each image will be viewed using the input image as reflectance and texture of itself, meaning that the same image will be used in two different manners at the same time. The images will also be tested using an image as reflectance and the 2006 LiDAR DEM as the elevation and texture layers. In total, eleven iterations of the test were completed with varying results, and they will be discussed in Chapter 6. As for the bulls-eye settings, these varied with every test, and were adjusted with each new set of imagery. These changes are listed in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.3.2.2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Set</th>
<th>Foveal Representation</th>
<th>Pattern Width (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1946 Historical Reflectance / 1946 Historical Texture</td>
<td>Bulls-eye 3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 Modern Reflectance / 2008 Modern Texture</td>
<td>Bulls-eye 4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 Modern Reflectance / 2014 Modern Texture</td>
<td>Bulls-eye 4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 LiDAR Reflectance / 2006 LiDAR Texture</td>
<td>Bulls-eye 3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946 Historical Reflectance / 2006 LiDAR Texture</td>
<td>Bulls-eye 3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 Modern Reflectance / 2006 LiDAR Texture</td>
<td>Bulls-eye 4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 Modern Reflectance / 2006 LiDAR Texture</td>
<td>Bulls-eye 4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946 Historical Reflectance / 2006 LiDAR Elevation</td>
<td>Bulls-eye 3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 Modern Reflectance / 2006 LiDAR Elevation</td>
<td>Bulls-eye 4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 Modern Reflectance / 2006 LiDAR Elevation</td>
<td>Bulls-eye 4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 LiDAR Reflectance / 2006 LiDAR Elevation</td>
<td>Bulls-eye 3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3. Representation and Pattern Widths for each test.
During the post processing, the same size filters were used in respect to the reflectance. For example, in the case of the 2008 Modern Reflectance and 2006 LiDAR Elevation test, the size filter would be the same as that was used for the 2008 Modern imagery seen in Table 4.2. At the end of the post processing, the resulting shapefiles are run through the same statistical assessment as described in chapter section 4.1.
Chapter 5: Results
In this chapter, all statistical results of the tests described in Chapter 4 are presented. The imagery input and specific number and percent of control points located by each test are listed. In effect, these tables and figures present the sequential results of the tests using both software packages. These findings will be summarized and discussed in Chapter 6.

The tables and figures are organized by the software that was used to complete the analysis. They follow the same content and heading layout: Imagery, which describes what imagery or combination of images were used; Located Points, which designates how many points were found after the analysis; Located Control Points, which shows how many of the initial control points were located by the 60th percentile line; and Percent of Control Found, which shows the percentage of the 230 initial control points that were found.
5.1 Control Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imagery</th>
<th>Located Points</th>
<th>Located Control Points</th>
<th>Percent of Control Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1946 Historical</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.1.1 Control Output
5.2 Objective Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imagery</th>
<th>Located Points</th>
<th>Located Control Points</th>
<th>Percent of Control Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006 LiDAR</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5.2.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.2.1 Imagine Objective output.
### 5.3 Feature Analyst Single-Image Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imagery</th>
<th>Located Points</th>
<th>Located Control Points</th>
<th>Percent of Control Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1946 Historical</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5.3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 Modern</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5.3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 Modern</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5.3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 LiDAR</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5.3.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3 Feature Analyst Single Image Results
Figure 5.3.1 Single image Feature Analyst historical imagery output.
Figure 5.3.2 Single image Feature Analyst 2014 DOQ output.
Figure 5.3.3 Single image Feature Analyst 2008 DOQ output.
Figure 5.3.4 Single image Feature Analyst 2006 LiDAR output.
### 5.4 Feature Analyst Multiple Image Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imagery</th>
<th>Located Points</th>
<th>Located Control Points</th>
<th>Percent of Control Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1946 Historical Reflectance/ 1946 Historical Texture Figure 5.4.1</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 Modern Reflectance/ 2008 Modern Texture Figure 5.4.2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 Modern Reflectance/ 2014 Modern Texture Figure 5.4.3</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 LiDAR Reflectance/ 2006 LiDAR Texture Figure 5.4.4</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946 Historical Reflectance/ 2006 LiDAR Texture Figure 5.4.5</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 Modern Reflectance/ 2006 LiDAR Texture Figure 5.4.6</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 Modern Reflectance/ 2006 LiDAR Texture Figure 5.4.7</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946 Historical Reflectance/ 2006 LiDAR Elevation Figure 5.4.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 Modern Reflectance/ 2006 LiDAR Elevation Figure 5.4.9</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 LiDAR Reflectance/ 2006 LiDAR Elevation Figure 5.4.10</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 LiDAR Reflectance/ 2006 LiDAR Elevation Figure 5.4.10</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4 Feature Analyst Multiple Image Results
Figure 5.4.1 Multi-Imagery Feature Analyst, 1946 Historical Imagery as reflectance and texture in Feature Analyst.
Figure 5.4.2 Multi-Imagery Feature Analyst, 2008 Modern Imagery as reflectance and texture in Feature Analyst.
Figure 5.4.3 Multi-Imagery Feature Analyst, 2014 Modern Imagery as reflectance and texture in Feature Analyst.
Figure 5.4.4 Multi-Imagery Feature Analyst, 2006 LiDAR-derived DEM as reflectance and texture in Feature Analyst.
Figure 5.4.5 Multi-Imagery Feature Analyst, 1946 Historical Imagery as reflectance and the 2006 LiDAR-derived DEM as a texture layer in Feature Analyst.
Figure 5.4.6 Multi-Imagery Feature Analyst, 2008 Modern Imagery as reflectance and the 2006 LiDAR-derived DEM as a texture layer in Feature Analyst.
Figure 5.4.7 Multi-Imagery Feature Analyst, 2014 Modern Imagery as reflectance and the 2006 LiDAR-derived DEM as a texture layer in Feature Analyst.
Figure 5.4.8 Multi-Imagery Feature Analyst, 2008 Modern Imagery as reflectance and the 2006 LiDAR-derived DEM as an elevation layer in Feature Analyst.
Multi-Layer- 2014 DOQ Modern Imagery with 2006 LiDAR as Elevation

Figure 5.4.9 Multi-Imagery Feature Analyst, 2014 Modern Imagery as reflectance and the 2006 LiDAR-derived DEM as an elevation layer in Feature Analyst.
Figure 5.4.10 Multi-Imagery Feature Analyst, 2006 LiDAR-derived DEM as reflectance and the 2006 LiDAR-derived DEM as an elevation layer in Feature Analyst.
Chapter 6: Discussion of Results
Because this thesis was designed to test the effectiveness of both the software and the imagery, the discussion will address the results individually, starting with the software and then the imagery, and finally the effective combinations.

6.1 ERDAS Imagine Objective vs. Feature Analyst

Imagine Objective is a new object-based image classifier and it is straightforward to use. All of the menus have many different options to perfect the extraction and they also have help tabs to assist the user to understand what each option does. This feature became very useful as the help tabs explained what each test would do and how it worked. Objective is also very straightforward. Step by step, the software guides the user through the extraction setup. Once the setup is complete, the “Run” button will become active and the test can be run completely. If it does not activate, there is a button to check to see why the model is not ready to run. This feature becomes very handy as time is not wasted on allowing the test to run improperly. Conversely, Objective was not sensitive enough to extract a sufficient number of points on the modern imagery to test and could not use the black and white historical imagery. This hinders the software in actual testing because both modern and historical panchromatic imagery would most likely be inputs in a UXB search. Objective also has a multi-layer input feature, but it is not as refined as the same feature in Feature Analyst. In Objective, the during the image import stage, multiple files can be imported and the test continues in the same manner as a single-image test. Unfortunately, this feature continuously caused crashing issues and would not create an output. For these purposes, Objective would not be the ideal software to use.
Comparatively, Feature Analyst was not as intuitive and required much more background reading to understand. This learning time could have been shortened by a built-in help section like in Objective. Feature Analyst does have an accessible help tab but it is not as intuitive as in Objective and uses more terms that are not easily understood by a novice user. Feature Analyst was easy to use and very powerful with a smaller amount of input throughout the menus. All types of imagery produced an output that could be tested against the control points, giving Feature Analyst the highest amount of user input flexibility. The software did an excellent job extracting craters on the combined LiDAR and modern imagery raising the accuracy by almost 20%. The only problem layer was the imagery that did not show many craters. On the historical imagery, the possible UXB pinholes were clearly located and extracted, thus creating the best result at 37%. This flexibility is also reflected in the multilayer input feature which allows for a much more comprehensive test of the imagery. This feature allows the modern imagery to become much more viable as an input by adding accuracy to the tests. These findings indicate that Feature Analyst is the better software for crater extraction on the FMBGR even though the learning curve for the user is much steeper.

6.2 Single layer Imagery

6.2.1 LiDAR

The LiDAR DEM was the only imagery to work in both Objective and Feature Analyst, but it does have some performance issues. The image itself is quite large for data storage and can require ArcGIS extensions to work with completely. In ArcMap, the user needs the LAS toolbar and the 3D analyst to process the raw point cloud data files. The
LiDAR point cloud originated from the Southwest Florida Water Management District and it was downloaded in tiles from the United States Interagency Elevation Inventory hosted by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (Southwest Florida Water Management District 2006). Created in 2006, these point cloud datasets are the only publicly available LiDAR coverage for the FMBGR in existence. As such, there was no other source available for the creation of high resolution DEMs, so the limitations of the data could not be avoided. Most significantly, the average point density of the bare earth returns used for the DEM layer was 0.51 points per meter$^2$ which is relatively coarse by current standards, and is more appropriate for the production of DEM products at a resolution of 2 or 3 m per pixel (Finn, Velasquez and Yamamoto 2015). Initial bare earth surfaces at 2 m resolution were run in the tests, but they did not perform well enough for the OBIA analysis. Instead, a DEM of 1 m resolution proved effective when generated using the natural neighbor void filling option during the LAS dataset to Raster conversion process. This option is consistent with the findings of Finn, Velasquez and Yamamoto (2015) relative to quality LiDAR DEM creation.

LiDAR can “see” around most vegetation to the ground below allowing the production of a bare earth image. This enables the user to create a profile of the crater on the ground which can provide surface information about it without needing to ground truth it. In this imagery, individual craters can be identified and the DEM profile can be generated in ArcGIS to estimate the size of the bomb. Both software packages found about 65 points inside of the 60th percentile lines showing that they were fairly consistent. The only issue is that the LiDAR is not sensitive enough to extract UXB pinholes due to
its resolution, but it can locate the exploded craters very well, which can then be
statistically linked to likely UXB location. The density heat maps generated by both
packages also look very much alike as they both locate the two main pockets of UXB
activity very well. This research demonstrates that even relatively low density LiDAR
can be used to generate DEMs of sufficient quality to locate crater signatures. Procuring
the next generation of publically available higher density point cloud datasets might
enable the creation of higher resolution DEMs to detect UXB pinholes more effectively
using OBIA.

6.2.2 Modern Airborne Imagery

Modern Imagery is now available all around the world and often has a fine
enough resolution to locate UXB pinholes. The only major issue with this imagery is that
the land cover change that can occur in the years after the bombs are dropped. This is
reflected in the software tests as the pinholes could not be located, but some of the craters
could be. The test on the 2014 imagery did locate 34 likely UXB holes, only 14.8 percent
of the control. These 34 control points were only extracted due to the overgrowth of the
northern pocket of activity. This means that only objects the sensor can detect on the
surface can be located with OBIA, which creates a problem as many bombed areas from
the past have been regrown or developed into a new land use. The 2008 imagery was also
flown during a wet period with a lower amount of foliage, allowing the image to preform
much better in the tests, finding 55 of likely UXB, a comparatively better 23.9 percent of
the control.
The study area has also experienced significant change in the land cover because of the karst landscape and the regrown vegetation. If the imagery is not taken near the time of bomb explosion, there is a smaller probability of location success using OBIA methods. In areas of recent conflict such as Southeast Asia and the Middle East, modern imagery would be very useful as the landscape would likely have less change over a shorter period of time. Desert landscapes would also likely show the entry holes much better as plant cover is sparse as compared to denser foliage in a tropical or subtropical region.

Another advantage of modern imagery is that multiple bands of the imagery can be ordered to show different information. Because of timing and location, the modern three band imagery was less effective in the single-image tests.

6.2.3 Historical Imagery

Finding suitable historic imagery of bombed areas is the most problematic aspect of UXB research as it is either available or not, depending on the specific context of the time and place. In the case of the FMBGR, it was fortunate that high quality aerial photos of Charlotte County were flown in January 1946 and include the range area. Many other FUDS-listed ranges lack historical imagery flown in close temporal proximity to the bombing process, making identification of both the exploded craters and UXB pinhole entry points difficult or impossible. In Objective, the black and white image was not able to delineate the bombing holes but Feature Analyst was able to locate the possible UXB holes very well by finding 85 pinholes and craters. Most importantly, this number is
higher than the control in which 75 pinholes were manually located. The historical imagery was also the easiest to work with as the images only had one band of data and only needed to be georeferenced and mosaicked to be processed as a layer. As noted above, two limitations of historical imagery is availability and the fact that Objective was unable to analyze a single band panchromatic image. Had color been available, the historical imagery could have been analyzed in the Objective suite. Even with these issues, the historical image proved to be the best OBIA performer, producing the most target points and most points inside of the 60th percentile.

6.3 Multi-Layer Imagery

All of the prior tests have only used a single-image in each test. Feature Analyst has an added feature which allows the user to use multiple layers of input to create a more comprehensive output. All the imagery was tested in the same manner as before, the only difference being that the inputs were used as a reflectance layer as well as a texture layer, adding depth to the tests. Every image would also use the LiDAR as a texture layer as well as an elevation layer, adding even more depth to the tests.

6.3.1 LiDAR/LiDAR

The LiDAR data could only be tested in two ways: by using the DEM as a reflectance layer and a texture layer, or as a reflectance layer with a DEM elevation layer. Both tests yielded mediocre results, only locating 24 points and 29 points of the control respectively. This lackluster performance can only be explained by the likelihood that the
edges of the craters were lost because the edge detection cannot detect the craters on the
DEM image as well with the texture and elevation layers beneath it.

6.3.2 Modern Imagery/LiDAR

6.3.2.1 2008 Imagery

In the single-image tests, the 2008 imagery identified 55 located points from the control and was the most accurate of the modern imagery. This was because of the lower amount of tree cover which gave a cleaner image of the craters on the ground. The first test assessed the 2008 reflectance to the same image used as a texture layer. This surprisingly did not create an accurate output, only finding six points, a low 2.6 percent of the control. This was a surprising result as this test essentially uses the input twice and allows the software to double check the image during the test. After changing the underlying image to the LiDAR imagery, the accuracy rose significantly as the files complemented one another in the analysis. Using the LiDAR as a texture layer, the accuracy increased to 46 points, 20 percent of the control. The most success test came from the use of the LiDAR data as the elevation layer. This output found 67 points of the control, a respectable 29.1 percent of the control located.

6.3.2.2 2014 Imagery

The 2014 imagery tests reflected the same successes as the 2008 in that the addition of the LiDAR as a texture and elevation layer raised the accuracy. The LiDAR used as a texture located 46 control points and as an elevation layer located 57 points, an
increase of 23 points from the single-image test where the 2014 imagery proved less effective. Using the 2014 image as a texture layer of itself located the exact same amount of points as the single-image had in a prior test, 34 in all. This is to be expected if the single-image location is done correctly. What this suggests is that using the LiDAR as an elevation or a texture layer will raise the accuracy of modern imagery to a point where it can actually be used, and is almost comparable to the historical imagery in single-image tests.

6.3.3 Historical/LiDAR

The historical imagery had the best showing in the single-imagery tests finding 85 control points or 37 percent of them in total. In the multiple image assessment, the historical imagery struggled to locate this many points throughout its tests. Using the historical image as the reflectance as well as the texture layer only located 37 points which is less than half of the located points in the single-image analysis. This could be attributed to the resolution of the image. While 600 dots per inch resolution provides a relatively sharp image, the texture layer could be causing the software to disregard matches with the reflectance layer because of this lower pixel density. The most significant issue arose with the addition of the LiDAR data as the texture and elevation layers. Only 35 points were located with the texture layer and none were located with the elevation layer. This can likely be attributed to the software attempting to locate both the craters and pinholes while few of the pinholes were identifiable in the LiDAR. This also could be attributed to the creation of the AOI layer, which had located both craters and pinholes. This assumption was tested with an AOI layer consisting of only craters and the
output looked much like the initial results, finding almost no points. From this assessment, it seems that the historical data should be tested on its own and not in conjunction with any other layers.

6.4 Combinations and Conclusions

In the end, the software is only as good as the imagery tested. Objective lacks the sensitivity to extract objects effectively from black and white imagery so the historical test was null. The LiDAR information did produce a testable result but the vegetated surface in the modern imagery was too grown over to extract a high amount of craters to test. Feature analyst was able to take the small amount of information gathered and locate a few more craters to allow the information to be tested, but it was still not ideal. The LiDAR and historical imagery was able to be separately tested extensively and produced very good results. This leads to the conclusion that using Feature Analyst and inputting imagery gathered closest to the times of the explosions results in the best identification of possible UXB entry holes.

LiDAR also works very well as an input layer in Feature Analyst, but custom flown LiDAR is very expensive and study areas might not have freely available coverage. This makes the LiDAR data a useful luxury. If craters in a study area are recent enough to have multiple sets of modern imagery available, several criteria should be considered when selecting imagery. Sun angle, time of the year and wetness of the ground can significantly affect the extraction process, so multiple tests should be run to determine the most useful imagery characteristics. Of these, the time of the year is the most important
owing to the fact the leaf-off 2008 image preformed much better than the leaf-on 2014 image. Also, if LiDAR data sets are available, the modern imagery becomes viable through the usage of the multi-layer tests that increase the accuracy of the results. If the land has changed significantly over time since the bombing, historical imagery becomes the most valuable input layer.
Chapter 7: Conclusion
This thesis proposed a more cost effective and easier method of UXB location than the intense ground methods and complex programming computer based methods that have previously been used to locate possible UXB. Throughout the testing process, multiple methods of location have been created with varying levels of success based on what imagery is available. Through these assessments, the research objectives posed in the introduction have been met:

- Which OBIA is better at delineating possible UXB pinholes?
  - Imagine Objective was able to extract a comparable amount of UXB from the LiDAR data. With that being said, the software could not effectively process any other imagery. This leaves Feature Analyst as the best option for OBIA analysis in this respect as it was able to extract possible UXB pinholes and craters from different imagery layers. This resulted in very clear concentrations of likely UXB throughout the study area on a very consistent level.

- Which imagery is the best for UXB delineation or combination there in?
  - This also depends on when the bombs were dropped as stated in the discussion chapter. For this study area, the historical image did locate the highest concentrations of possible UXB entry holes. In other locations based on what is available and the timing of the bombings, newer imagery may be the better option. The closer to the timing of the bombing, the better. The LiDAR-derived DEM also complements the modern imagery
very well, raising its accuracy to useable levels. This multilayer workflow becomes very useful when working with the modern imagery.

- How this could be applied to other study areas for UXB delineation?
  - The major hope with any new method is its successful application in actual scientific analysis. While this study area is relatively well-documented for a small, obscure WWII training range, and has sufficient imagery for testing, the underlying theme of how to apply this in an actual war zone was perpetuated throughout the thesis. First, historical information would need to be gathered including what kind of bombs were used in the study area, how many, and what additional information is available. Next would be the location of both historical imagery and quality LiDAR, and this would be the most difficult and variable stage of the application. Next, the same tests can be run using the parameters set in the methodologies chapter. The methodologies for both Feature Analyst and Imagine Objective shown in Chapter 4 are recommended as starting point for developing a workflow appropriate to specific characteristics of the study area. Then finally, the output data can be cleaned and presented as demonstrated in Chapter 5.

By answering these questions, these methods will hopefully be applied to study areas around the world and ultimately help to save lives. For future research, actual application of these methodologies to a historic conflict area should prove valuable and effective.
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